
Phillip’s “Learning Case” Template 
 

Leadership Practice 
 

Client’s First Name:       Omar – Vice President of Strategy 

Name for This Practice:      Onboarding and preparing for an opportunity. 

Current Behavior Desired Behavior 

     Omar is pressing to introduce ideas from 
former employers to impact near term results. 

Assumptions are masking blind spots  

Being of service now. 

Assertively seeking the path to the Presidency 
now. 

Difficulties delegating in the past 

 

 

 

     Use curiosity to understand the culture 
and situation in the new company 

Recognition of blind spots to seek an 
understanding of different perspectives. 

 Being of Service after learning more about 
the situation.  

Sense of timing and patience vs. Anxiety. 

Delegation of the right duties and activities at 
the right time. 

Current Mindset Desired Mindset 

     Push to show contributions and elevate 
to Division President. 

I have a superior mindset and experiences, 
and knowledge. 

     Gather information to develop the 
capacity and trust to build the foundation of a 
team. 

Humility to appreciate the culture, knowledge, 
and capabilities of others in this context. 

Primary Action Arena:  Leading Teams  

Type of Agility:       Awareness and Understanding in all corners of the Agility Compass 

Shift in Agility Level:        Achiever to Catalyst in general mindset and purpose, there are 
blind spots caused by assumptions and low self-awareness. 



Capacities to Develop: Awareness in all agility corners + Stakeholder Understanding in 
order to engage other capacities 

 
 

Level of Reflective Action to Develop:      Reflecting at the moment, recognizing 
assumptions, and sensing blind spots, Using elicitation and appreciative inquiry to help others 
fill the gaps. 
 
 
 

 
Relevant Background 

 
Client’s Role in the Organization:       Vice President of Innovation and development 

Type of Organization (e.g., for or non-profit, industry):       Construction and remodeling, 
specialty interiors contractor 
 
 

Motivation for Coaching:       ”To become a successful and complete leader, with a 
clear, actionable path on how to get there.”  His employer has provided coaching for 
Omar and two other Vice Presidents to prepare them for promotion, possibly to 
President. 

Context/Situation:  To provide you with helpful feedback what would it be helpful for us to 
know about the larger situation in which your client is working?        

 

The President of the Interiors division of this company has announced his retirement at 
the end of 2022.  He will choose his successor and begin a transition at the end of 2021. 

Charlotte and I are coaching two candidates for succession who are internal candidates. 
The parent company owner doubts whether they are capable of becoming President of 
the division. Omar was hired to be a third candidate for the Presidency. 

The first two have been with the company and have worked with the division President 
for over 15 years.  They act like friends and a mentor.  Both are in the Expert / Achiever 
stage. 

Omar is a highly experienced individual.  He served as Program and Project manager for 
a 95 billion dollar development in the United Arab Emirates and was a Senior Director of 
Operations for another specialty contractor in California. Omar has worked with four 
companies in his career, taking a more senior place with each. 

 



All three are part of the leadership committee, working with the owner on the company 
vision, values, and mission. 

Omar joined this company as there is a clear path to the Presidency as presented by the 
recruiter, although his sponsor sees it more as a competition.   

I support Omar’s onboarding and am coaching to help him develop as a leader to be 
prepared for a position as the next President.   

Challenge:  What led you to use this “case” for receiving feedback? In helping this person 
develop their desired behavior and mindset for this practice, in what way do you feel 
challenged or unsure of the best way to proceed?  Please be as specific as possible.        
 

The three candidates are not in Sync as to their opportunity for promotion, as the 
current President conducts one on one reviews with each.  I have asked the President to 
address this. 

We are conducting a team-building exercise for the three candidates to share their 
enneagram tendencies. 

I am working with two of the three to grow as leaders, appreciate each other as team-
mates, and put in place a foundation for a successful transition. 

 
 
 
 
 

Feedback:  What kind of feedback would be of greatest value to you?        

Your perspectives and ideas will be much appreciated. 

 

 

 

 


